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Issue Category Day Part Time Topic/Focus Group Program Content

Health/Welfare/Safety

1/4/2024 1/4/2024 The Morning Cruise 3 min Bee Propolis Carmen shared benefits associated with taking Bee Propolis to fight off 

infections.

Family Values 1/4/2024 1/4/2024 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "The Color Purple." The  movie was 

reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, 

violence, perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's 

positive elements. This movie contains compelling, cautionary messages 

about grief, faith in God, friendships, and family relationships, but there is 

some homosexuality, profanity and depressing messages. So, it was rated a 

1.5 out of 5 for family friendliness.

Family Values 1/11/2024 1/11/2024 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Mean Girls." The  movie was reviewed 

for family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, violence, 

perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's positive 

elements. This movie contains compelling, cautionary messages about 

bullying, friendships and family relationships, but there is some profanity and 

sexual content. So, it was rated a 2 out of 5 for family friendliness.

Education 1/11/2024 1/11/2024 The Morning Cruise 4 min 66 Days to Change A Habit Shared findings of a study that suggests it takes 66 days of consistent 

behavior to change a habit.
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Family Values 1/11/2024 1/11/2024 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Lift." The  movie was reviewed for 

family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, violence, 

perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's positive 

elements. This movie contains compelling, cautionary messages about 

honesty, teamwork and motivation, but there is some profanity and drinking. 

So, it was rated a 2 out of 5 for family friendliness.

Health/Welfare/Safety 1/12/2024 1/12/2024 The Morning Cruise 8 min Digital Security and iPhone updates Shared various ways to increase your digital security in light of recent hack of 

Securities and Exchange Commission X account. In relation to that, shared 

upcoming iPhone update that will include stolen device protection.

Consumer 1/18/2024 1/18/2024 The Morning Cruise 2 min Spoonful of Comfort Shared details on service that provide products to family and friends in need of 

comfort.

Consumer 1/25/2024 1/25/2024 The Morning Cruise 3 min Recall of Robitussin Honey Shared details on recall of Robitussin Honey products as it may cause fungal 

infections

Crime & Drugs 1/29/2024 1/29/2024 The Morning Cruise 3 min Bahamas Travel Alert Discussed crime in Bahamas that has prompted a travel alert from the U.S. 

Government to avoid traveling to the island nation.

Family Values 2/8/2024 2/8/2024 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Turning Red." The  movie was 

reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, 

violence, perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's 

positive elements. This movie contains compelling, cautionary messages 

about emotions, change and relationships, but there is some Chinese-themed 

spirituality references and bathroom humor. So, it was rated a 3 out of 5 for 

family friendliness.

Health/Welfare/Safety 2/15/2024 2/15/2024 The Morning Cruise 4 min Most Dangerous Counties for 

Cycling

Shared concern for rankings of counties perceived as most dangerous for 

cyclists as many of the top counties are in our listening area.

Health/Welfare/Safety 2/20/2024 2/20/2024 The Morning Cruise 3 min Weekly Exercise Needs for Men and 

Women

Shared findings of a study that examines the different amounts of exercise 

needed for men and women on a weekly basis.

Consumer 2/21/2024 2/21/2024 The Morning Cruise 3 min Apple Products and Rice Representatives from Apple discourage consumers from using rice on phones 

that are submerged in water and provided tips on what to do instead.

Consumer 2/22/2024 2/22/2024 The Morning Cruise 4 min Cellular Phone Outage Had listeners share their experiences with various cellular phone companies 

experiencing outages nationwide.

Family Values 2/22/2024 2/22/2024 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Ordinary Angels." The  movie was 

reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, 

violence, perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's 

positive elements. This movie contains compelling, cautionary messages 

about family and redemption, but there are some discussions about death and 

profanity. So, it was rated a 3.5 out of 5 for family friendliness.



Consumer 2/29/2024 2/29/2024 The Morning Cruise 4 min Wendy's Dynamic Pricing Shared plans of fast-food chain to implement a dynamic pricing model on 

products based on time of day and popularity and the negative reactions on 

that news.

Family Values 2/29/2024 2/29/2024 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Dune: Part Two." The  movie was 

reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, 

violence, perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's 

positive elements. This movie contains compelling, cautionary messages 

about heroism and friendship, but there are some discussions about violence 

and sensuality. So, it was rated a 2.5 out of 5 for family friendliness.

Family Values 3/11/2024 3/11/2024 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Dune: Part Two." The  movie was 

reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, 

violence, perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's 

positive elements. This movie contains compelling, cautionary messages 

about family, change and growth, but there are some violence and bathroom 

humor. So, it was rated a 3.5 out of 5 for family friendliness.

Consumer 3/15/2024 3/15/2024 The Morning Cruise 7 min Cheapest Grocery Stores and 

Instacart Pricing

Shared rankings of cheapest U.S. grocery stores and the inflated pricing of 

services like Instacart.

Consumer 3/20/2024 3/20/2024 The Morning Cruise 4 min McDonald's tech outage Discussed impact of worldwide tech outage at McDonald's locations.

Consumer 3/22/2024 3/22/2024 The Morning Cruise 5 min Washing fruits and veggies Shared rankings of top fruits and veggies that have the most pesticides and 

the "clean 15" fruits and veggies that are mostly pesticide-free.

Includes WALV-FM as of 3/25/2024

Government/Media/Politics 3/25/2024 3/25/2024 The Morning Cruise 3 min ELVIS Act in Tennessee Discussed legislation protecting music industry in Tennessee from artificial 

intelligence security issues.

Health/Welfare/Safety 3/26/2024 3/26/2024 The Morning Cruise 5 min Baltimore Bridge collapse Provided available details surrounding collapse of Francis Scott Key Bridge in 

Baltimore following a cargo ship accident hitting the thoroughfare.

Health/Welfare/Safety 3/27/2024 3/27/2024 The Morning Cruise 4 min Cops saved lives at Baltimore Bridge Provided more details of actions taken by officers to block traffic ahead of the 

cargo ship hitting the Key Bridge in Baltimore.

Economy 3/27/2024 3/27/2024 The Morning Cruise 3 min Egg Prices at Historic High Discussed various reasons for egg prices being at historic high

Family Values 3/28/2024 3/28/2024 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Godzilla x Kong." The movie was 

reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, 

violence, perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's 

positive elements. This movie contains compelling, cautionary messages 

about family and friendship, but there are some profanity and violence. So, it 

was rated a 3 out of 5 for family friendliness.


